1993 GROUP LETTERS

APRIL 12, 1993

We would have a BOX or TWO of "LETTERS" to reply to. By the time we would get to the BOTTOM of those LETTERS - we would have TWO MORE BOXES to take care of. MANY QUESTIONS were REPEATS of what others asked. So we could see that giving a "GROUP REPLY" would save TIME and MONEY. So we tried:
"LETTERS SERIES #(1) - 1991."
"LETTERS SERIES #(2) - 1992."
"LETTERS SERIES #(3) - 1993."

MANY THINGS WE SAID IN THOSE LETTERS will bear REPEATING, such as laying down "GROUND RULES." But we found it is not a simple matter of setting letters aside in ROTATION - reply to one after the other. No. That does not work. Some are LETTERS about coming MEETINGS and they want a QUICK REPLY to take along to the MEETING or be prepared if some one is COMING and they KNOW he/she is going to ask some mighty COMPLICATED QUESTIONS and they want the answer PRONTO! That sets some one else BACK IN LINE.
NOW WE KNOW WHAT WE SHOULD HAVE

If some one asks us to REPEAT what we said about "3 BABYLONs!" or "3 CALLS!" or "NOAH'S ARK TO BE FOUND - ???" or "THE 10-COMMANDMENT ARK TO BE FOUND AS A SIGN FOR THE "JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING TO BEGIN - ???" or similar what we might call: "BASIC QUESTIONS!" Have it all INDEXED and CATALOGUED like VANCE FERRELL DOES. And have an OPERATOR to run off COPIES AS NEEDED.

THAT WOULD BE PERFECT - BUT WE ARE SORRY

We have NOT BEEN THAT ORDERLY that we could just send a COPY of a PAPER or XEROX a COPY. WE SHOULD HAVE, we admit - but we DO NOT HAVE either the CATALOGUING nor the XEROX OPERATOR. We may as well let you know we are PLANNING and HAVE BEEN PLANNING - of obtaining a XEROX MACHINE, but that would not do EVERYTHING - it would not COMPUTERIZE where we would FIND THE QUESTION. We are still left to go by MEMORY. You can tell us we SHOULD BE MORE ORDERLY and we will AGREE - but we also find that EVERY YEAR we are getting ONE YEAR OLDER and cannot do as much - we have SO MUCH TO DO JUST NOW - we are working on 4 to 6 PAPERS AT THE SAME TIME! And if you think it's EASY to SWITCH from one PAPER to the other without UNNECESSARY REPETITION - think again. WE KNOW we have brought out certain TRUTHS by LABORIOUS RESEARCH - using a YARD-STICK that we had to develop.

(A) WHO DOES IT BENEFIT- ??? THE GROUP OR ONLY SELF?
(B) Does it HELP to build a CHARACTER - ???
(C) WHAT IF IT IS NOT TRUE - WHAT THEN - ???
(D) Do you want to be GUILTY of LEADING OTHERS ASTRAY?
(E) Or just do NOTHING - and let them "GO TO HELL" - ???
(F) To save TROUBLE - be a WONDERFUL "NEUTRAL!"
(G) Did you EVER READ that the "ANGELS LEAVE" those who are "INDIFFERENT!"
(H) AND "COULDN'T CARE LESS!" CARELESS AND INDIFFERENT!" T1:180.
(I) "THE ANGELS LEAVE!" those who make "NO EFFORT!" T1:181.
(J) THE SONG the "AWAKENING!" SANG as they came to AMERICA - 1960.
(K) Did you ever read what God thinks of "NEUTRALITY!" IN A "RELIGIOUS CRISIS - ???"
(L) "EQUAL-TO-THE-VERY-WORST-TYPE-OF-HOSTILITY-AGAINST-GOD!" (T3:281.)
(M) And why not - ??? If you do not CARE about THEM - why should GOD CARE ABOUT YOU - ???
(N) "As you do unto OTHERS (Just so) will it be done to you again!"
(O) And again I ask - WHY NOT - ??? You have NO BURDEN FOR SOULS - ???
(P) YOU WANT NO STARS IN YOUR CROWN - ??? I don't think you will be there WITHOUT ANY STARS!
(Q) And I would like to say RIGHT HERE - what if it is NOT one of your own FAMILY?
(R) WE ARE PROMISED the one we associated with ON EARTH - we will CONTINUE TO ASSOCIATE WITH.
(S) It would be like it was YOUR OWN - !!! It would be "YOUR OWN!" What a JOY - !!!
(T) AIM FOR IT - PLAN ON IT! Sr. White said to one MINISTER - if your WIFE only DISTURBS -
(U) Did she tell that MINISTER TO QUIT - ??? NO. She told him to tell her TO-STAY-HOME-!!!
(V) No, don't let the WICKED get you DOWN - !!! T2:462-5. EV. 467, 477.
(W) What a BLESSING to have a WOMAN that has a BURDEN FOR SOULS. HER WORK can be MORE IMPORTANT than his! EV. 471-2. FCE 141. EV. 464,491. She can do a Work that men cannot do.
(X) She should ADDRESS the MEETING whenever she can. Her WITNESS is needed.
(Y) When we had a ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION at SACRAMENTO - one who was not even a BELIEVER - threw into the ASSEMBLY the QUESTION that WOMEN should not speak. Then when one after the other LINED UP AT THE MICROPHONES to reply to the question - the PIG walked away and would not LISTEN! (Most of them did not NOTICE that!) Just a ROOT-HOG. Just ONE-WAY. HIS!

SO WE NEED GROUND RULES IN WRITING LETTERS.

"DO NOT PRINT MY NAME!" "PRIVATE!" There may be good reasons for that. A MINISTER'S WIFE WRITES TO US. NATURALLY WE WOULD NOT USE HER NAME. But we have ONE THING to say about that! DO NOT EXPECT US TO REMEMBER
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what you wrote ONE or TWO YEARS AGO! If THIS is IMPORTANT TO YOU - YOU REMEMBER! Write it ON TOP of EVERY LETTER! "PRIVATE!"

BUT IF YOU WRITE SOMETHING THAT PEOPLE SHOULD KNOW -

about some LEADER - we will NOT necessarily leave HIS NAME OUT - we will leave YOUR NAME OUT! JUST BE SURE it is the TRUTH! THE NAMES OF GUILTY LEADERS ARE NEVER LEFT OUT OF BIBLE OR TESTIMONIES! NEVER! WILSON SAID HE WAS GOING TO EXPOSE "INDEPENDENTS!" WE CAN DO THE SAME!

THAT THE REASON MOST ADVENTIST LEADERS WILL NOT MAKE IT -

IS BECAUSE THEY ARE "FORNICATIONS!" NO! WE ARE NOT GUESSING! READ IT IN TM 426 and MARK every page where she calls them "ADULTERERS - FORNICATIONS - !!!" BURNING AFTER THE OTHER MAN'S WIFE! From TM 426 and grind up to the "SEALING!" of "PHILADELPHIANS!" TM 446. And why the ADVENTIST MINISTER WILL NOT MAKE IT because he was putting "ROTTEN TIMBERS!" in his "CHARACTER (SHIP) BUILDING!" TM 446 and the NEXT PAGE: "... WHICH WILL DECIDE THEM TO BE UNFIT TO ENTER THE MANSIONS ABOVE (He can only build $250,000.00 "BRICK MANSIONS!" HERE BELOW! AND CONGREGATE IN A GROUP!) BUT THEY HAVE REFUSED TO LET GO THE FILTHY GARMENTS, THEY HAVE CLUNG TO THEM as if they were of PRECIOUS VALUE. (And taught the "LAW!" cannot be kept ANYWAY!) They will lose HEAVEN and an ETERNITY of BLISS on account of them!...WILL THESE SINNERS - shall I call them "HYPOCRITES?" - (REPENT? OR)...AM I A SPECTACLE to the WORLD of (LIKE THE WACKY AT WACO!) OF MORAL LOoseness - ???" TM 446-7.

SINCE WILSON IS STILL IN CHARGE AND PROGRAMMING FOLKENBERG -

HOW MANY IS "MANY?" (IN "OFFSHOOT PULPITS" - ???)

"UNSAINTIFIED MINISTERS...MANY WILL STAND IN "OUR PULPITS!"

WITH THE TORCH OF "FALSE PROPHECY!" IN THEIR HANDS,

KINDLED FROM THE HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN...SOUND-AN-ALARM!" TM 409, 410. (AND 20 MORE!)
LAST NIGHT I HAD A VISITOR.

So I might as well give him PRIORITY. He comes from one of the OLDEST CHURCHES IN CANADA. THE GERMAN CHURCH NEAR LEDUC, ALBERTA. THAT CHURCH and another CHURCH at ARMSTRONG, BRITISH COLUMBIA - sent out more MISSIONARIES, WORKERS, ELDERS - than any comparable church in the Dominion of CANADA. (Or anywhere else in the world for that matter.)

IT WAS LIKE A SLAP IN THE FACE TO CONFRONT

A PHARISEE. WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TO THE ADVENTIST LEADERSHIP TO SUCK THEM INTO X-MASS, EASTER, DRUGS. (I could have mentioned "CIVIL DEFENSE!" - "2 BILLION $ HOSPITAL DEBT!" - MILLIONS LOST IN GAMBLING - if they WIN they pocket the GAINS. If they LOSE they chalk it up to the CHURCH. Their SDA LAWYERS make a KILLING acting for them.)

I REMEMBER BACK IN THOSE CHURCHES AND FACED

THE SAME THING - !!! OUTRIGHT DENIAL. KNEW NOTHING ABOUT IT. WANTED TO KNOW NOTHING ABOUT IT. DID NOT CONCERN HIM. He was living in his own little World - "THE CHURCH!" did not do that! Did not bother him AT ALL that he was calling me a "LIAR!"

AND IF HE HAD TO ADMIT IT WAS TRUE

WITH A SMILE HE WOULD SAY THEY "DID NOT" KEEP "X-MASS" or "EASTER" in his "CHURCH!" and for good measure DENIED that the WORLD CHURCH did either - !!! LIKE A SLAP IN THE FACE it REMINDED ME that this is just what they did - 60 YEARS AGO! DENY - DENY - DENY. And what they could not DENY - we did not do it in "OUR CHURCH!" With a BIG BENEVOLENT CONDESCENDING PITYING SMILE! THAT MADE IT O.K. - !!! WE DID NOT AND DO NOT DO IT IN "OUR CHURCH!"

NOT REALIZING THAT ONE OF THE LAST THINGS
IN THE BIBLE: "AND THERE SHALL IN NO WISE ENTER INTO IT ANY THING THAT DEFILETH, NEITHER WHATSOEVER WORKETH ABOMINATION, OR MAKETH A "LIE!" - but they which are WRITTEN in the LAMB'S BOOK OF LIFE!" REVELATION 21:27.

WHY IS THAT - ??? BECAUSE ALL WARS - ALL DIVORCE -

ALL REVOLUTIONS - EVERYTHING THAT IS WICKED - is CAUSED by "LIARS!" We need to look CAREFULLY at: "...but the WICKED shall DO WICKEDLY; and NONE (NOT ONE!) of the WICKED SHALL UNDERSTAND!" DANIEL 12:10. "...for THEMSELVES are SEPARATED with WHORES; and they SACRIFICE with HARLOTS: THEREFORE the people that doth not UNDERSTAND shall FALL!" HOSEA 4:14.

I AM COMING TO A "PRINCIPLE!" TO GIVE COURAGE

and HOPE and STRENGTH to "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" that are IGNORED - HATED - PERSECUTED - given the "DIRTY LOOK!" and the "EVIL EYE!" because they DO NOT go along with UNRIGHTEOUSNESS, NEITHER do they IGNORE or OVERLOOK it just to be at "PEACE!" with the "MULTITUDE!" Or to hold down an OFFICE in the CHURCH and therefore go along with the "FROOM ETHIC!" (the SAME as the MAFIA - BLACK-HAND GANG) ETHICS or lack of "ETHICS!" don't you EVER condemn one of "THE FAMILY!" If you cannot PRAISE what we are doing - at least be "QUIET!" about it - !!! That is the "FROOM ETHIC!" ROARED OUT FROM 10,000 PULPITS from "40 YEARS OF FROOM!" 1933 to 1973! 40 YEARS of "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" "ESPECIALLY WITH THE LEADERSHIP!" And so "MUM'S THE WORD!" SEE NOTHING - KNOW NOTHING - DO NOTHING! GOD WANTS THAT KIND OF DUMMIES IN HIS KINGDOM? WE LEFT THE OTHER CHURCHES - because the "SDA EVANGELIST!" convinced us that we must "COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATE!" but now that we are in the SDA CHURCH - we are to be BLIND - STUPID - and have only "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" Let us say it PLAINLY - the "SONG!" of the HARLOT! By the SIRENS of "FOLLYWOOD!" 75% of them end up "SUICIDES!" They did not find it by that FORMULA!

LAST-DAY DECEPTIONS! PANTHEISTIC THEORIES!
"BUT THE EYE OF FAITH may discern that it is DIVERGING from the RIGHT PATH, though ALMOST IMPERCEPTIBLY!...MY BRETHREN. I WARN YOU...!!" TM 229. MH 428. "DARKNESS is their ELEMENT, SENSUALITY their SPHERE...APOSTASY, SPIRITUALISM, and FREE-LOVISM...I KNEW NOT WHAT TO CALL IT, but I was instructed to call it "UNHOLY SPIRITUAL LOVE!" T8:290-2. 1904. (KORAH, DATHAN AND ABIRAM!) "THE DOCTRINE THAT ALL WERE HOLY (THE LEADERS OF THE PRESENT CHURCH - ESPECIALLY THAT DUMMY IN CHARGE OF THE "ADVENT REVIEW!") NOTHING BUT PRAISE! WM BEGUILE JOHNSON!) "THE DOCTRINE THAT ALL WERE "HOLY!"...MINDS WILL BE HYPNOTIZED! CORRUPTIONS OF EVERY KIND...WILL BE BROUGHT IN...MIND OVER MIND!" T8:291-4.

WE HAVE A TEETH-JARRING MESSAGE FOR THEM - !!!

We thought this important enough to take up this space here; What we call: "ABSOLUTES!"

(1) There is a "SEALING!" - RIGHT - ???
(2) ONLY THOSE WILL "SEAL" WHO "SHOW "ALL!" THEIR "ABOMINATIONS!" - RIGHT - ???
(3) "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE - !!!" T3:267. RH 2:49.
(4) "SIGH AND CRY for "ALL!" the "ABOMINATIONS!" T3:267.
(5) You say you see: "NO ABOMINATIONS!" - ??
(6) God says: "DECEPTIONS of ALMOST EVERY KIND are in-the-Church!" "THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER. T5:210.
(7) IF YOU BELIEVE THIS - YOU CAN DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT - !!!
(8) A WATCH DOG THAT DOES NOT BARK - DOES NOT ALERT THE CAMP - THE PUNISHMENT IS "DEATH!"
(9) "CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT, LIFT UP THY VOICE LIKE A TRUMPET, AND SHEW MY PEOPLE THEIR TRANSGRESSION, AND THE HOUSE OF JACOB THEIR SINS!" ISA. 58:1.

DO YOU SEE WHAT THIS IS SAYING - ???

IS THIS ONE OF THE TRUMPETS - ???
DID ANY MINISTER THAT YOU EVER HEARD OF -
POINT TO THIS AS ONE OF THE "TRUMPETS" - ???
THE MOST IMPORTANT ONE - THE FIRST ONE - ???

"THE LAST TRUMPET SHALL SOUND!"
BUT THIS IS NOT THE "LAST ONE!"
THIS IS THE "FIRST ONE!"
THERE HAS TO BE AN "EARLY RAIN!"
BEFORE THE "LATTER RAIN!"
EVERYTHING WOULD GO "DEAD!" EVEN "TWICE DEAD!"
IF THERE WAS NO "EARLY RAIN!" TM 81,155,451.
IT BRINGS THEM TO LIFE!
TO BLOW THE "TRUMPET!" ALERTS THE CAMP - !!!
ELSE THEY WOULD "SLEEP THE SLEEP OF DEATH!" T1:163.
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(10) THE PEOPLE MIGHT LIKE WHAT "DUMMY-UP JOHNSSON!"
      DOESN'T ALERT THEM TO - !!!
(11) LET THEM DREAM AND SLEEP ON - BUT WILL HARDLY
      HELP THEM IN "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!"
(12) THE PICTURE IS SHOWN IN TECHNICOLOR - "HE IS TOO
      MERCIFUL (HAS UNLIMITED OR UNCONDITIONAL "LOVE")
      TOO MERCIFUL TO VISIT "HIS PEOPLE!" IN JUDGMENT."
      "THUS PEACE AND SAFETY!" IS THE CRY FROM...THOSE DUMB
      DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK!...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"
      T5:211. RH 2:105; 3:238,242. (And 20 MORE!) "SEAL OF
      GOD!" CHAPTER!

WELL, SIR! THIS OUGHT TO HALT THEM IN THEIR TRACKS!

WHEN THEY SEE "DEATH!" STARING THEM IN THE FACE!

WHO TOLD THEM THERE WAS ANY VIRTUE IN "COVERING UP!"

JUST BECAUSE IT IS: "MY CHURCH! OH, MY CHURCH!"

THAT IS A "LOVE SICK!" MOTHER THAT KNOWS ONLY TO RAISE A BRAT - !!!

DOES NOT APPLY THE HAND OF KNOWLEDGE TO THE SEAT OF "LEARNING!"

ONE FINAL REFERENCE:

"The spirit of "HATRED!" which has existed with some BECAUSE
the WRONGS among God's people have been "REPROVED!" has
brought BLINDNESS and a FEARFUL DECEPTION upon their
own Souls, making it "IMPOSSIBLE!" for them to "DISCRIMINATE!" between RIGHT and WRONG. They have put out their own "SPIRITUAL EYE-SIGHT!"...THE TRUE "PEOPLE OF GOD!"...ESPECIALLY in the CLOSING WORK FOR THE CHURCH, in "THE SEALING TIME!" of the 144,000...will they feel most deeply the "WRONGS!" of God's professed people..."GO THROUGH THE MIDST OF THE CITY, through the midst of "JERUSALEM!", and set a "MARK!" upon the FOREHEADS (POOR JOHNSSON-FOLKENBERG-GOLDSTEIN AND THEIR "OFFSHOOTS!") set a "MARK!" upon the FOREHEADS of the men that "SIGH and that CRY!" for "ALL!" the "ABOMINATIONS!" (We have failed also – we have not yet mentioned "ALL") the "ABOMINATIONS!" that be done in the MIDST THEREOF!...MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!...

(THESE OUGHT TO SHAKE SOME SMUG PHARISEES UP!)

"BUT THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER of "ALL!" those who do not thus "SEE!"...and BEGIN-AT-MY-SANCTUARY!"...and PUNISH the men that are settled in their LEES (WEBSTER: RIDING OUT OF THE STORM!)...when a "CRISIS!" finally comes...THEIR-CONFESSIONS-ARE-TOO-LATE and are not of the RIGHT KIND!" T3:266-7,271.

ＭＵＬＬ THIS OVER AND OVER AND OVER – and see if it is so SMART to RUSH to the DEFENSE of "THE CHURCH!" for no better reason than that it is "MY CHURCH!" (or "MY FAMILY!") not willing to ADMIT THE "ABOMINATIONS!" even in the TIME of the "OMEGA!" When they pile one "OMEGA!" on top of another!
YOUR OBSERVATION TO US APRIL 6, 1993:

(You deal with going WACKY to WACO and other things but holding to the NIXON LETTER:) "...we try to be FRIENDS with ALL religious groups (MY NOTE: "ALL!" except "INDEPENDENTS" who they would like to DAMN to the LOWEST HELL! They are ALWAYS more friendly to CATHOLICS - cooperating FULLY in MEDICAL WORK - are seen on BOTH SIDES in any WAR - HIRE "CATHOLIC" LAWYERS - in the final crunch. RECOMMEND "BILLY GRAHAM" - "I AM SAVED!" TRACTS. GREET the "RISING SUN" with BILLY GOAT GRAHAM ON "SUNDAY!" And we could continue like this for A DOZEN PAGES! HH.)

YOUR LETTER (Would that there would be MORE LIKE THIS!

(REPLY TO NIXON LETTER THAT THEY "ASSOCIATE!" WITH "ALL!" RELIGIOUS GROUPS!) "ASSOCIATE YOURSELVES TOGETHER, O ye people, and ye shall be BROKEN-IN-PIECES!" ISA. 8:9-12. "Say ye NOT a CONFEDERACY...!

BUT THEY CLAIM THEY DO NOT AFFILIATE WITH

THE BRANCH DAVIDIANS OR ANY OTHER "CULT!" Then you
ask in their AFFILIATION or ASSOCIATION with "INTERFAITH!" "...other RELIGIOUS LEADERS!" - is that not a "CULT?" From NIXON and other OFFICIAL DISCLAIMER - "Our CHURCH'S BELIEFS are UNIQUE, and there is NO WAY we will COMPROMISE THEM!" What about that "27 THING?" NO OTHER "CULT!" has any of these "27!"

WE MIGHT ASK: "WHY DID THEY VOTE TO BE IN COMMON WITH ALL CHRISTIANITY!" R&H. Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. AS PREDICTED BY ELLEN WHITE IN GC 445. Those who are "WISE!" will look it up and examine that page INCH by INCH! This is getting TOO LONG for "REPLY TO LETTERS!"

 VALERIE STEINER, 198 Willowbank Ave., RD #3, NAPIER, NEW ZEALAND. You amaze me the HEALTH KNOWLEDGE you hold at your FINGER-TIPS and your planned ITINERARY TO JAPAN - ENGLAND - SWITZERLAND - HOLLAND - ITALY - and other places and you may even STOP-IN-HERE END OF AUGUST or SEPTEMBER. IN THE MEANTIME anyone that wants to get in touch with you could try BILL LADLOW, (06)84333153, or FAX (06)8437572.

 EDITH CRISSINGER, 25 Station Street, #227, BANCROFT, ONTARIO - CANADA. KOL 1C0. You have gone through the NEBULA OF ORION on the way to HEAVEN. EW 41. But you think you should come DOWN TO EARTH to face the PRESENT. Yes, it is nice to DETERMINE we are going to make it and set our Faces as a FLINT not to be SIDE-TRACKED by all these FALSE PROPHETS NOW PROLIFERATING. SESSLER found some one else to give his "WHEAT AND TARES!" and with JEANINE SAUTRON and LEMBKE - the "LOUD CRY!" is on - "NOW!" BOY! WHAT A JOKE! A FOOL IS BORN EVERY MINUTE! NO "SUNDAY LAW!" NO SATAN APPEARING IN PERSON - and the "LOUD CRY!" is here! GC 624. That same REFERENCE predicts the WACKY TO WACO, "CHRIST HIMSELF!" Those who left our MEETINGS in OSHAWA, CANADA and went across the NATION claiming they were "GODS!" were not much better. WHEN HEROD was acclaimed a "GOD!" he was EATEN BY WORMS and DIED IN TERROR and AGONY IN MINUTES. Two or three of.
those from our MEETINGS who followed FRED ALLABACH (Who had to get WORLD ATTENTION to come to WACO!) The LORD may be reserving him for something SPECIAL in "THE VOICE OF GOD" HOUR - but two or three of the OTHERS are being "EATEN BY WORMS" (CANCER!) MARTY WOLD went BACK to be a MINISTER for the ADVENTIST CHURCH - he is DEAD from CANCER - two or more "WE ARE GODS!" also have CANCER. FRED ALLABACH HYPNOTIZED THEM that they were "GODS!" OUR MESSAGE AT OSHAWA was that it will be "AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH!" ALLABACH had "AFTER-MEETINGS!" in which he told them - "THAT IS NO WAY" TO WIN ANY MULTITUDES, to tell them how "FEW!" would be SAVED. So he cranked them up to be "GODS!" GC 624. SATAN IS DUE NEXT - with POWER! and MIRACLES! SM 2:54. MM 88.

MADELYN M. LEWIS, 3850 Ridge Road N.E., Cortland, OHIO. 44410-9703. I am sending WORD to the SHOP at MALO, WASHINGTON to send you a CASE of 48 BOOKS (1884 ORIGINAL 25% LARGER TYPE - the EASIEST READING BOOK (4) available a:i,y,w:ere.) PHILADELPHIA is the Church TRIUMPHANT it tells you in 1884 GC 268 to 269 and he who DENIES THAT - CANNOT BE SAVED - !!! But, believe it or not - we are told THE VERY SAME THING in 1911 GC 429 to 431 - !!! So they are WITHOUT EXCUSE - !!!

BEssie W. Glenn. It seems your weather is much the same as here. I had to go to look - the deepest SNOW BANKS are just gone now. We are running the DIAMOND DRILL TODAY (APRIL 16, 1993) and the COMPUTER OPERATOR is busy on the "WORD PROCESSOR." Five feet from me. Yes. People are going CRAZY (as they do once in a while - those on the OUTER FRINGE who seem to go for ANYTHING that comes along. And it will be INTERESTING when I get around to ANALYZE that Book. I see already he is a LIAR from the CRADLE, but puts it together in such a CLEVER way he will FOOL MANY.)

(1) There is a DIFFERENCE for the Popular Preacher to just SAY it, and offer NO PROOF - because "TRADITION!" - "HORY WITH AGE-!!!!" - has been BEAT into their BRAINS and they ACCEPT IT - WITHOUT THE NEED OF "PROOF!"

(2) BUT WE CANNOT ATTEMPT TO GO AGAINST THE TIDE OF OPINION - without PROOF on PROOF on PROOF. (And even then FEW will BELIEVE - because: "WHAT WILL IT COST IF MY MEMBERSHIP SHOULD BE LOST?" So the GREAT MAJORITY just quietly DROP OUT and let the URIAH SMITHS and THE FROOMS and THE WILSONS and the STUPID (EW 48,104,111, 113,119,247.) It takes NO BRAINS AT ALL to just be a "GO ALONG!" but to try to save some from CERTAIN DEATH - !!!

And just QUOTE the REFERENCES without giving the "SENSE!" will just about do NO-GOOD-AT-ALL!

SOME MISTAKE THIS AND WRITE A LOVELY SYNOPSIS -

of what we dug out by PAINFUL RESEARCH - and present it to "OUR GROUPS!!" and win INSTANT ACCLAIM !!! But, we, standing on the SIDELINE - see it converts NO ONE - !!! To actually CONVERT ONE away from the TRADITION - is an entirely different matter. AND IT WILL NOT BE DONE WITHOUT SOME "LANGUAGE!" Like LUTHER arrested the attention of all EUROPE when he called the KING OF ENGLAND - a BRAYING "JACK-ASS!!" We soon found, when we MATCHED THEM "NAME-FOR-NAME!" since they had NEVER heard anything like this BEFORE - they were HORRIFIED - !!! They were NOT "HORRIFIED!" when FROOM used these EXPRESSIONS and TERMS - but when we handed them BACK - they were HORRIFIED - !!! WE-SHOULD-NOT-DO-THAT! ONLY FROOM COULD DO THAT - !!!

WE PREFER ELLEN WHITE AND THE BIBLE -

"DUMB DOGS!" (VERY DUMB!) that will not "BARK!" Or "GRAVES THAT APPEAR NOT" - men WALK OVER THEM and
are not aware of them!" "BEAUTIFUL INDEED WITHOUT - but full of DEAD-MEN'S BONES WITHIN!" Some of the things CHRIST CALLED THEM - if He said it on the street TODAY - He would be run in for "SWEARING!" In those days they only "CRUCIFIED HIM!"

YET IN SOME WAYS THERE WAS MORE LIBERTY IN THOSE DAYS!

Both CHRIST and HIS APOSTLES - "REASONED!" in the "SYNAGOGUES!" TRY THAT IN ANY SDA "SYNAGOGUE!" (Rev. 3:9,21) of Today! See how QUICK you will be USHERED "OUT!" Yes, they DEFINITELY had MORE LIBERTY in "CHRIST'S DAY!" They CRUCIFIED HIM - AFTER they LISTENED TO HIM! Today they JUDGE and CONDEMN and FIND FAULT and IMPUGN MOTIVES - without a HEARING! And the DUMB MEMBERSHIP are GUILTY WITH THEM for NOT following Matt. 18:15-20. T5:58,97,241,609,616,646. RH 1:234; 4:526. 1 Cor.... John 7:51. Prov. 18:13.

ADVENTIST PREACHERS WILL GO WITH A WOMAN -

to a "DIVORCE LAWYER!" without having SEEN the HUSBAND! It is ENOUGH if he SAYS A WORD against "THE CHURCH!" Thus you see GRIM-FACED DOWAGERS - ROW ON ROW in the Adventist Church. In some cases they get a DIVORCE and MARRY HER OFF to the SDA MINISTER - !!! That ought to fix him - !!! Do some of you PREACHERS (AND MEMBERS!) REALIZE you will face a HIGHER COURT - ??? Perhaps SOONER than you THINK - ??? It used to be: "BRING BACK THE ONES YOU HAVE DRIVEN AWAY!" But not TODAY - today we are to COMFORT the CAST-OUTS by telling them you had the RIGHT to TAKE-A-STAND! NONE who REMAIN IN THAT CHURCH WILL BE SAVED - !!!

ELSE WORDS HAVE NO MEANING!

"THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER:

"Here we see that "THE CHURCH!"...was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the "WRATH-OF-GOD!" THE ANCIENT MEN (DUMB EDITOR OF "REVIEW!") THE ANCIENT MEN...HE IS TOO MERCIFUL to visit HIS PEOPLE IN "JUDGMENT!" Thus "PEACE and SAFETY!" is the CRY from...THOSE DUMB DOGS that

- Insert Page 2 -
YOU CAST THEM ALL ASIDE WITH A SNEER - ???
WE PUT OUR FUTURE AND OUR Fortune ON THE LINE -
TO SEE WHO SNEERS LAST - SNEERS BEST - !!!
"ELIJAH "MOCKED!" THEIR PRAYERS - !!!
But felt SORRY for their VICTIMS. So he had a "MOUNT CARAMEL!"
Did you notice ONE THING
(If this is supposed to be "AN ELIJAH MESSAGE - ??")
What he felt about ANY that were CONTAMINATED by the "TRADITION!"
of Ahab and/or Jezebel - ?? "LET NOT ONE ESCAPE!"
THE SAME AS T5:211. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" To ESCAPE IT:
"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM - !!!"
THANK GOD IF YOU ARE "OUT!"
DO NOT BE SO DUMB AS TO GO BACK IN - !!!

If you get this paper more than ONCE - it is not a MISTAKE-!!!
You should be GLAD for ANOTHER COPY to send to a FRIEND.
Because NO ORGANIZATION will pass it on - YOU pass it on to
WARN OTHERS. If you CARE about their SOULS PASS IT ON -
WITH your NAME or WITHOUT IT.

JUST PASS IT ON - !!!
IT IS THE LAST MESSAGE - !!!

- THIS IS THE END OF THIS PUBLICATION -
- Insert Page 3 -
A ROMAN MIRACLE

A Pretty maid, a Protestant, was to a Catholic wed.
To love all Bible truths and tales, quite early she’d been bred.
It sorely grieved her husband’s heart that she would not comply,
And join the Mother Church of Rome and heretics deny.

So day by day he flattered her, but still she saw no good
Would ever come from bowing down to idols made of wood.
The mass, the host, the miracle, were made but to deceive;
And transubstantiation, too, she’d never dare believe.

He went to see his clergyman and told him his sad tale.
"My wife is an unbeliever, sir; you can perhaps prevail.
For all your Romish miracles, my wife has strong aversion,
To really work a miracle may lead her to conversion."

The priest went with the gentleman - he thought to gain a prize.
He said, "I will convert her, sir, and open both her eyes."
So when they came into the house, the husband loudly cried,
"The priest has come to dine with us!" "He’s welcome," she replied.

And when at last the meal was o’er, the priest at once began,
To tell his hostess all about the sinful state of man;
The greatness of our Saviour’s love, which Christians can’t deny,
To give himself a sacrifice and for our sins to die.

"I will return tomorrow, lass, prepare some bread and wine;
The sacramental miracle will stop your soul’s decline."
"I’ll bake the bread", the lady said. "You may", he did reply.
"And when you’ve seen this miracle, convinced you’ll be, says I."

The priest did come accordingly, the bread and wine did bless.
The lady asked, "Sir, is it changed?" The priest answered, "Yes,
It’s changed from common bread and wine to truly flesh and blood.
Begorra, lass, this power of mine has changed it into God."

So having blessed the bread and wine, to eat they did prepare.
The lady said unto the priest, "I warn you, take care,
For half an ounce of arsenic was mixed right in the batter.
But since you have its nature changed, it cannot really matter."

The priest was struck real dumb - he looked as pale as death.
The bread and wine fell from his hands and he did gasp for breath.
"Bring me my horse!", the priest cried. "This is a cursed home!"
The lady replied, "Begone. 'tis you who shares the curse of Rome."

The husband, too, he sat surprised, and not a word did say.
At length he spoke, "My dear", said he, "the priest has run away;
To gulp such mummary and tripe, I’m not for sure quite able.
I’ll go with you and we’ll renounce this Roman Catholic fable."

Author Unknown
PRESS RELEASE by "HEALTH FREEDOM NEWS" - PO Box 35401, Phoenix, Arizona 85069.

(To obtain a WHITE COPY to XEROX or PRINT = send a $ to them for one.) PRINT THEM BY THE THOUSAND! This is EXACTLY what ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED! We knew this for over 50 Years. That as the Seventh-day Adventist Church would be our "MOST BITTER ENEMIES!" GC 608. 1884 GC 426. TM 62. SM 3:395. In the "OMEGA" of their "APOSTASY." SM 1:204-5. God would raise up 'OTHERS' to do the Work that we had failed to do. THEN: "They act like men who have LOST=THEIR=REASON!" TM 70. ST 4:62. BRISBIN 27. GC 607.

THEY WILL CALL IN "LAWYERS!"

...linking up arm in arm with LAWYERS, but God WAS NOT in their Company..."ye go to inquire of BAAL-ZEBUB the god of EKRON?" 2 Kings 1:3...Is it necessary for the Lord to come to you with a ROD?" T8:69. MH 197. T1:212-3. SM 2:153. Series A:364-5,375.

REPAIRERS OF THE BREACH

"In the Time of the End...GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE, standing before the World as "REFORMERS", are to show that the LAW is the FOUNDATION of all enduring REFORM...THEY ARE=THE=REPAIRERS=OF=THE=BREACH." PK 678. "THE DESPISED REMNANT." T5:475. PK 591. RH A5:387.

HEALTH REFORMERS

"The INDIFFERENCE which has existed among OUR MINISTERS in regard to HEALTH REFORM and Medical Missionary work is SURPRISING. Some who do not profess to be Christians treat these matters with GREATER REVERENCE than do some of our own people, and UNLESS we "ARouse" = "THEY" will go IN ADVANCE of us." TM 417. Series A:364. RH A4:372. T6:299.

QUACKERY CONGRESSES

1961=NICHOLS of the R&H=spear=headed a DRIVE to put a STOP to all 'NATURAL REMEDIES'-such as Hoxsey who used Sr. White's 'RED CLOVER BLOSSOMS' to cure CANCER. This was when the 'NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION' was formed to meet them CITY=BALL-ROOM for BALL-ROOM=they beat them Hands-down! The 'ANTI-POLLUTION' Movement was born. TV STATIONS gave them MILLIONS of $'s of FREE TIME = we were no longer the 'LUNATIC FRINGE.' The FRINGE was on TOP!

ONE BILLION $'S!

5 or 6 Years ago = Adventists went "HOSPITAL CRAZY!"=buying up 10 Hospitals at a Timel Running this Denomination into a Debt that will NEVER be paid off! Not even the Interest. See "PILGRIMS REST" Beccshba Springs, TN 37305. The Govt. is now moving in to take them over.

FOR YEARS they had no real control over them. FOR YEARS and now climaxing in 1986

1986 Feb. issue.NHF="DOES JARVIS REPRESENT SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS?" p.18. 75¢ each. 100 for 1986 Mar. issue.NHF="A CONSPIRACY TO DESTROY ALTERNATIVE HEALTH CARE." p.14,42. $50.00 plus 1986 April=THE LAYWORKER"=P.O. Box 916, Hesperia, CA 92345.p.32. (A re-print of "SPOTLIGHT" article how LLU GRADUATE Dr. Bruce Halstead M.D. and Associates LLU 'ANTI-QUACKERY' Confederacy led by SDA 'JARVIS'=is sending Halstead to 'PRISON.' 2 Associates had to flee to Costa Rica, one had to skip to Australia, and 2 'Plea BARGAINED.'p.32)

FOR THOSE WHO ARE SOFT=IN=THE=HEAD

and throw themselves into a Trance = FORER trying to."EXCUSE" the 'LEADERSHIP!' that they do not really know what is going on..."ADVENTIST CURRENTS" PO Box 362, Loma Linda, CA 92354.

April 1986=3 Writers in a row=($3.00) = show how WILSON the President of the General Conference whipped the Leadership into line = so that JARVIS is only a Pip-Squeak 'EICHMANN' to carry out the DIRECTIVES of the "LLU BOARD" of 42 'TRUSTEES' riddled with 'PRESIDENTS' of UNIONS across the Nation = 'PRESIDENTS' of UNIVERSITIES = "ATTORNEYS" and "EDITORS." p.31-2. Are now busy:"FINDING FAULT!"="ACCUSING!"="CRITICIZING!"="CONDEMNING!"=this SLAVERING WOLF-PACK={Not a standing still "TARE!" But a WOLF=PACK on the TEAR! Seeking whom they may DEVOUR!}

THIS IS A FINAL SEPARATION

between WISE and FOOLISH = the WISE: "JOIN" a "PROCESSION" and "THE DOOR IS SHUT!" COL 406. This coming mysterious "PROCESSION" that comes out of NOWHERE was PREDICTED 1900 = 86 Years ago = in the Book they did not want to Sell = COL 406. [What to do about it? EW 69. PK 645,660]

THE SUPREME BOOK

"Series A:... "LEAVES OF AUTUMN" PO Box 440, Payson, Ariz. 85547. ($22.89 US)=when ELLEN WHITE LEFT=THE=CHURCH and started a New Work in far away AUSTRALIA = where they followed her after = to try to STOP her = and how she gave WORD-FOR-WORD DETAIL of this 1986 OUTFIT p.130,160,179,199,204,213,216,218,222,224,227,231-5,144,236,245-6,252,258,265,267,268-9, 273,281-2,286-7,292-9,300,302,306,313,336,351,357-8,361,363-9,373-5."In the Latter Times some shall depart from the Faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and Doctrines of Devils." p.368. "...in our Pulpits." p.358.TM 409. "...make their Appeals to LAWYERS!"p.364.T8:69.

[Hoehn Research Library, Box 1270] THE LAST STRAW! [Grand Forks, BC Canada VOH 1h0.]
Yet for "MORE INFORMATION" we are to write to SYLVIA HOSTETER, POB 828, GENTRY, AR 72734. Yet at the FINAL END of the 200-page Book we are to order it from IBE, INC., RETAIL MARKETING SERVICE, DEPT. P/BOX 352, JEMISON, AL 35085 - which is ONE of the MANY PSEUDO-ADDRESSES for "CHARLES WHEELING!" HIDING BEHIND PSEUDONYMS - all of which END UP BEING: "CHARLES WHEELING!" BRINSMEAD pulled off the VERY SAME TRICK - !!! So you THINK this WONDERFUL "LIGHT!" is coming at your from HERE, THERE and EVERYWHERE - when it is all WHEELING, ALABAMA - !!!

I AM TOYING WITH THE IDEA THAT I SHOULD

BRING OUT WHAT WAS NEVER TAUGHT IN THE SDA CHURCH - "HOW TO STUDY!" Certainly those who passed THAT BOOK on to you - DID NOT KNOW - !!! ONLY ONE CAME CLOSE TO IT - and inserted little RED ARROWS. Because if you consider this SUBJECT so IMPORTANT that THOUSANDS are being LED ASTRAY by it - for we are receiving PAPERS on it from EVERY CONCEIVABLE QUARTER, and they mostly ALL hit the SAME "CHARLES V. WHEELING!" THEME. We do not deny that it is CLEVER. Makes it all the more DANGEROUS. So is the DEVIL CLEVER, we do not deny that EITHER. BUT THE PEOPLE WHO SO READILY FALL FOR IT - show their SHALLOWNESS by NOT-KNOWING-HOW-TO-STUDY-!!!

I AM REALLY TEMPTED TO GO INTO IT AND

THUS LARGELY DROP: "REPLY TO LETTERS!" as this being MORE IMPORTANT, or should I drop the SUBJECT and NOTIFY YOU that we will PREPARE A SPECIAL PAPER on "FEAST DAYS!" and "JUBILEE 1994!" DR. RUE would give UNLIMITED SPACE to "TIME-SETTERS!" as it ENTRANCED people to READ SOMETHING that was STRICTLY FORBIDDEN! WHEN DR. RUE'S WIFE TOOK OVER - it was plain to see WHO had been BEHIND IT ALL-THE-TIME - !!! She did not live long. And some OTHERS are not living VERY LONG - !!! (Or are we not to mention that?) THE LORD IS NOT YET DEAD - !!!

SO I WILL PAUSE AND GIVE SOME SPACE TO

"HOW TO STUDY-!!!"
THE FROOM METHOD. He would PICK OUT some BIBLE or "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" REFERENCE that EVERYONE would agree with. Then he would put in a NIBBLE of the DOGMA he was trying to PUT ACROSS. Then just about the TIME you would WONDER what he is GETTING AT - he would SWITCH BACK to something else that all would AGREE WITH before he would come back and give ANOTHER NIBBLE of his SPECIAL ODDITY - thus he would lead you ON and ON until the JERK would give a JERK on the line to sink the HOOK DEEPLY into the SUCKER’S MOUTH! This is called: "PLAYING THE LINE!"

YOU HAVE TO BE ONE STEP AHEAD OF THE PROFESSIONAL LIAR so he does not REEL-YOU-IN! I knew that there was no need to look for OPEN LIES AND ERROR at the BEGINNING OF HIS SPIEL - as he KNOWS you will be ON-YOUR-GUARD! So you want to go along with him to about when OTHERS DROP-THEIR-GUARD and are satisfied he is telling the TRUTH! BUT if you value your SOUL and the SOULS OF OTHERS (EVEN YOUR OWN FAMILY!) you do not EVER drop-your-guard - !!! And so I did it rather early but when I came to a LONG LIST of REFERENCES he uses to RIVET his DOGMA HOME - I looked up THIS BOOK p.47 And the VERY FIRST REFERENCE I LOOKED UP WAS "HOSEA 2:11" (THE VERY SAME THING as did BRINSMEAD - !!!)

LOOK IT UP - !!! READ IT - !!!

SPEND EQUAL TIME AND SPACE TO LOOK UP THIS VITAL SUBJECT as it would take to READ HIS BOOK - !!! AND THEN YOU NEVER NEED READ HIS BOOK - !!! HE IS AN UNPRINCIPLED "LIAR!" FROM THE WORD: "GO!"

"I WILL ALSO CAUSE all her MIRTH to CEASE,
her FEAST DAYS, her NEW MOONS, and her SABBATHS, and "ALL!" her "SOLEMN FEASTS!" HOSEA 2:11.

"THAT!" IS SUPPOSED TO "PROVE!"

THE "FEAST DAYS!" should be KEPT - !!!
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AND DO YOU KNOW WHAT - ???

I went over that list that "they" use to "prove!" that "statutes!" is something different from "law!" or "commandments!" And the entire 200 pages is meant to "prove!" that point - hence the list of bible references that I looked up on p.47. (I looked the last one up first - from past years of experience.) That if they looked up one or two of his references - he could add a few more (as brinsmead did!) that did not apply at all - that he actually admitted it years later - when he said to send all-his-books-to-the-dump! (and him also!) he openly admitted it was just window dressing - !!! what-a-rat-!!! is charles wheeling doing the same-???

WELL YOU DO NOT HAVE LONG TO WAIT - !!!


O.K. - !!! That's it - !!! I can save you.

A lot of work - !!! did it for you! Most of you will not appreciate it at all - !!! Because I ridicule you! because you need to be ridiculed for falling for that hoax and passing it on to others - !!! By simply following wheeling's line-up - !!! why did you do that - ???

The wheeling trap - just as crazy as going.

"WACKY TO WACO!" This is April 20, 1993 - yesterday was day (1) - this is day (2) of what the news media call "the top news story of the day!" - the "fire!" and the "suicide!" all kinds of rumors - it will take a week or two before we get some of the truth. We will probably need "the spotlight!" and perhaps "hoehn!" can tell you things that none-of-them-know-!!! Amazing! We will tell you just so much and any more it will have to be person-
ALLY or by PHONE - not on BLACK and WHITE. (Mainly to protect NAMES.)

JUST NOW WE ARE DEALING WITH THE CHARISMATIC LEADER -

"CHARLES BEGUILE WHEELING!" p.18 and 19. "STATUTES!" are NOT "CEREMONIES!" If we can SMASH that into the GROUND - no need to read the REST of that "ABOMINATION!" The WHOLE BOOK is based on that HOAX - !!! AND TO PROVE IT IS A HOAX - just go to his page 47 and start out with "CHRONICLES!" You need NOTHING MORE - !!! JUST READ (and MARK!) BOTH BOOKS. I can even tell you how to SAVE TIME - !!! THE BIBLE tells you ON TOP OF THE PAGE and each CHAPTER HEADING! You do not even have to READ ALL OF IT! SEND THE BOOK AND WHEELING TO THE DUMP BECAUSE:

THE BOOKS OF THE CHRONICLES - WHAT WE ONCE BELIEVED - !!!

WHAT to look for in 1 CHRONICLES 6. "THE SONS OF LEVI...for the SERVICE of the TABERNACLE...THE HOI:SE OF GOD...(NOT YET BUILT. PREPARING FOR. PHINEHAS THAT RAN A "JAVELIN" through the HIGH-PRIEST'S SON AS HE WAS PRACTICING "LOVE UNLIMITED!" WITH A MIDIANITE HARLOT. (A PRINCESS?) PIN THEM BOTH TO THE GROUND - "FOREVER! And then those who prepared the "CITIES OF REFUGE!" HAS WHEELING PREPARED ALL THIS NOW - ???)

YOU WILL WANT TO FOLLOW THE PICTURE

AS SET FORTH IN 1 CHRONICLES CHAPTERS 10 and 11 and on to 12, 13, 14 and 15. DAVID, the PHILISTINES and the ARK. DAVID FORBIDDEN TO BUILD THE TEMPLE but he GATHERS THE MATERIAL and his Son SOLOMON is to BUILD THE TEMPLE. DAVID NUMBERS "ISRAEL" - A GREAT SIN! (21.)

DOES "ISRAEL" NOW "NUMBER" ISRAEL?

THEY ARE THE "144,000?" WHO SAYS SO-??? FROOM - ???

URIAH SMITH - ??? HOUTEFF - DAVID KORESH - CHARLES WHEELING - FOLKENBERG - JEANINE SAUTRON - ??? WHEELING QUOTES 1 CHRONICLES 23:31. Has WHEELING
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arranged for the ORDELS and RITUALS of the "PRIESTHOOD" for a PERPETUAL - CONTINUANT OFFERING? The ORDELS of MUSICIANS - PORTERS - DIVISIONS and OFFICERS of the ARMY - ??? If he points to the BOOKS OF THE CHRONICLES which is the "CEREMONIES!" of the TEMPLE that TRANSFERS "SIN!" by the "DAILY MINISTRATION" of the SANCTUARY SERVICES as given in the BOOKS OF THE CHRONICLES. PP 354 to 358. STARTING with "THE LAW and the COVENANTS!" PP 365 (Although this is NOT the "ORIGINAL!" still we can use it for this purpose!) If you want to go into the "FEASTS!" it HAD to be in "JERUSALEM!" They could not even do some of things in "THE LAND OF CANAAN!" because it was TOO COLD! It had to be where "FIRE WAS NOT NEEDED!" PP 409. I doubt if WHEELING will quote PP 412 and have the "FEAST OF TRUMPETS!" ready to ANNOUNCE the "TIME!" Does WHEELING have everything READY - the "TRUMPETERS!" - the "SOLDIERS!" in their "ORDERS!" "RANKS!" and the "BOOTH!" I think it was "7 DAYS!" they were to be in the "BOOTH!" with NO FIRE and sleep on the GROUND. (Or in TENTS - but still "NO FIRE!" Would WHEELING like to try that in ESKIMO LAND, or ever HERE for that matter. IT HAD TO BE IN THE LAND DESIGNATED - !!! "JERUSALEM!" DA 448.

FOR AN EYE-OPENER. "BIBLE DICTIONARY!"

"CHRIST was standing at the point of TRANSITION between TWO ECONOMIES and their TWO GREAT FESTIVALS. He, the spotless Lamb of God, was about to present HIMSELF as a SIN-OFFERING, and He would thus BRING-TO-AN-END the SYSTEM of TYPES and CEREMONIES that for FOUR THOUSAND YEARS had pointed to His DEATH. AS-HE-ATE-THE-"PASOVERRIDE!" with His DISCIPLES, HE-INSTITUTED-IN-ITS-PLACE the Service that was to be the "MEMORIAL!" of His Great Sacrifice. The "NATIONAL FESTIVAL" of the JEWS was-to-pass-away-FOREVER! The Service which Christ established was to be observed by His Followers in ALL LANDS and THROUGH THE AGES!...The ORDINANCE of the "LORD'S SUPPER!"...is to be CELEBRATED!...the CONDITION of things had CHANGED! (FOR "GERMAN REFORM!")...JUDAS THE BETRAYER WAS PRESENT...HE RECEIVED FROM CHRIST THE EMBLEMS...."YE ARE NOT ALL CLEAN!"...THIS EXAMPLE IS FOR US. When "WE" SUPPOSE one to be in ERROR and SIN..."LET A MAN EXAMINE HIMSELF, AND SO LET HIM (HEAP COALS OF FIRE ON HIS OWN HEAD)"...THEY SHOULD NOT BE FORBIDDEN!" DA 652 to 656. (THE CLONES
OF DAVID KORETH ARE NOT THE ONLY ONES TO FOLLOW A LEADER NO MATTER WHAT HE TEACHES - !!!!) (OR BRINSMEDD! OR FROOM! OR URIAH SMITH! OR WILSON-FOLKENBERG THE NEMESIS OF CONTEMPORARY ADVENTISM!) Who spout "LOVE!" but it is the "LOVE OF A PYTHON OR OF A "PUFF-adder!"

ARNOLD C. SIEDSCHLAG (ARIZONA): "TO MY KNOWLEDGE NO ONE IS REALLY TEACHING "OVERCOMING!" - which if we do not have all else is a LOSS!" DO YOU REALLY MEAN THAT? I agree with you 100%. But you have been getting our Papers for YEARS - you are telling me WE-DO-NOT-TEACH-"OVERCOMING?" I thought we were teaching NOTHING ELSE - !!!
I suppose we have 40,000. You can tell ELDER DANIEL CIVIC he can make a DEAL WITH US. You make the same plea that others make - "UNITE!" for a GREATER WORK - !!! We tried all that. We become FRIENDS and then we give them the PLATFORM - and when they have a READY-MADE-AUDIENCE - out comes their ODDITIES - another "CRAZY!" No, there will NOT be "LOVE AND UNITY!" Forget it. NOT UNTIL THE REAL "TROUBLE!" and "CRISIS!" See this clear as a bell - COL 412. (In some OLDER BOOKS it is 421. Look for "CRISIS!") No, I do not know where to refer you to what I wrote about the "X"-MASS. But I can tell you what to do - you mention "ADVENTIST HOME!" A COMPILED BOOK. IT TELLS YOU THAT. COMPILED BY A "X"-MASS LOVER. Go PAST him and look up the REFERENCES DIRECT and you will get the "X"-MASS out of your system FOREVER. You are not to spend a DIME for CHRISTMAS. Put MONEY on a TREE was a DARE - not a LICENSE! Do it ONCE and you will not do it again - !!! God gave ISRAEL "MEAT!" until it came out of their EARS - !!! This is the SAME THING! A DARE - NOT A LICENSE!

BERTHA WUNSCH (WANHAM, ALBERTA, CANADA.) In the LAST WORK the "PEOPLE OF GOD" will not go by any particular "NAME!" Where is that REFERENCE? There is no such Reference. There COULDN'T BE. Because she says: 76:266. Isaiah 58: "...bring the POOR that are CAST OUT to thy HOUSE!" You do that, and you will be CAST-OUT-ALSO-!!! THE NEXT PAGE SAYS: "To those who are engaged in this Work I would say: CONTINUE TO WORK WITH TACT AND ABILITY. (That means do not pick up every stray Dog that wants to put his Feet up and make himself "AT HOME!" He came here to STUDY - not to "WORK!" He that does not need to "WORK!" does not need to "EAT!"

"Continue to WORK with TACT and ABILITY. AROUSE your ASSOCIATES to WORK UNDER SOME "NAME!" whereby they may be ORGANIZED!...Make REGULAR, ORGANIZED EFFORTS to lift the Church Members out of the "DEAD!" level which they have been in FOR YEARS...A NEW ELEMENT needs to be
brought into the WORK...As the Members of our Churches "INDIVIDUALLY!" take up their appointed "WORK!"...A BLESSING and a POWER will attend...THE HOLY SPIRIT WILL BE POURED OUT UPON THEM...We all need to SOW...We shall REAP..." T6:266 to 268. (1900).

- - - - -

"There are MEN OF THE WORLD who have God-given POWERS of "ORGANIZATION!" that are NEEDED in the carrying forward of the WORK for these LAST DAYS." T6:80. (1900.) "We fully believe in "ORGANIZATION!" but this is NOT to prescribe the EXACT WAY in which we should WORK...The INDIVIDUAL BELIEVER is to labor for the INDIVIDUAL SINNER. EACH PERSON has his own LIGHT to keep BURNING...DAILY..." T6:116.

THE FANATICS TODAY WHO LEARNED WELL IN THE

ADVENTIST CEMETERY (THE PLACE OF THE DEAD! TM 81,155, 451) would like to Se!l us the DOGMA that we "HAVE TO!" go by the NAME (SDA) to the END OF TIME - but if little GROUPS each use their own CHOSEN "NAME WHEREBY THEY MAY BE "ORGANIZED!" T6:267. Then that would NOT be "ANY PARTICULAR NAME!" but 500 GROUPS with 500 "NAMES!"

- - - - -

WHAT THE DIE-HARD "ORGANIZATIONALIST" WILL NEVER QUOTE - !!!

I DO NOT THINK IT IS IN ANY "INDEX!" "ORGANIZATIONS, INSTITUTIONS, unless KEPT by the POWER-OF-GOD, will work under SATAN'S DICTATION to bring MEN under the CONTROL of MEN and FRAUD and GUILE will bear the "SEMLANCE" of ZEAL for TRUTH and for the ADVANCEMENT of the KINGDOM of God. Whatever in our practice is not as OPEN as DAY, belongs to the methods of the PRINCE OF EVIL. HIS METHODS are practiced EVEN AMONG "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" who CLAIM to have "ADVANCED TRUTH!"...to TAIN and CORRUPT our Institutions and Churches." TM 366. (180.) See 267,274, (REPEATED TM 494). RH 4:269. GW 104.

- - - - -
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"WHO AT THIS TIME WILL GO FORTH "WITHOUT–THE–CAMP!" imbued with the POWER of the HOLY SPIRIT, bearing REPROACH (tell people you do not belong to ANY PARTICULAR "ORGANIZATION!" and they LOOK DOWN ON YOU RIGHT AWAY!) BEARING REPROACH for Christ's sake!" T6:332. (1900).

"BRETHREN, if you CONTINUE to be as IDLE, as WORLDLY, as SELFISH as—you—have—been, GOD WILL SURELY PASS YOU BY, and take those who are LESS self—caring, less ambitious for worldly HONOR, and who will not HESITATE TO GO, as did their MASTER — WITHOUT THE CAMP, bearing the REPROACH...God will choose HUMBLE MEN...He will RAISE UP MEN...ALTHOUGH THEY MAY NOT CONFORM EXACTLY TO YOUR METHODS, NOT A WORD should be spoken to CONDEMN or DISCOURAGE THEM ...PROPHECY must be fulfilled..."YOU MUST LABOR IN THIS CHANNEL OR NOT WORK AT ALL!" HANDS OFF, BRETHREN! Let everyone work in his own SPHERE, with his OWN ARMOR ON...STRENGTHEN HIS HANDS...(This is NO TIME for "PHARISAISM—TO—CONTROL." Let God work through whom He will. THE MESSAGE MUST GO!...IF THE CHURCH MEMBERS do not INDIVIDUALLY take hold of the WORK, then they show that they have NO LIVING CONNECTION WITH GOD. Their NAMES are registered as SLOTHFUL SERVANTS...God has given to EVERY MAN HIS WORK...they are not to feel that at every STEP they must WAIT to ASK some HIGHER OFFICER if they may do THIS or THAT. LOOK NOT TO MAN FOR GUIDANCE, but to the GOD OF ISRAEL. THE WORK which "THE CHURCH!" has FAILED TO DO...she will HAVE to do IN—A—TERRIBLE—CRISIS...And at THAT TIME the superficial, CONSERVATIVE CLASS, (WEBSTER: OPPOSED—TO—CHANGE! THE PERFECT CHURCH MEMBER!) (Or a PERFECT DUMMY!)

"And at THAT TIME the superficial, CONSERVATIVE CLASS, whose INFLUENCE has steadily RETARDED the progress of the WORK — will—renounce—the—Faith and take their stand with its avowed ENEMIES, toward whom their SYMPATHIES have LOOONG been tending. THESE APOSTATES...(READ ON!)...The Members of the Church will INDIVIDUALLY be TESTED, perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE...My BROTHER, My SISTER, ponder these things, I beseech you!" T5:461 to 463.
FOR THE PROUD PHARISEE - LIKE THE JEWS OF OLD -
BELIEVING THE LORD COULD NEVER DISPOSESSESS THEM -
COULD NEVER RAISE UP "ANOTHER PEOPLE!" TM 70.

"When we see...NO CHANGE, just the SAME as it was before,
then it is evident...they must have* AN ENTIRE CHANGE, AN
ENTIRE "NEW ORGANIZATION!" MAGEN and SPAULDING 163.

AND IF YOU HAVE YOUR BOOKS MARKED -
(Do not see how you will ever find it -
IF YOUR BOOKS ARE NOT MARKED! BUT IF THEY
ARE MARKED) - you may be JOLTED out of your SEAT -

when they are so FREE to say: "MRS. WHITE SAID!" (WHAT
DID SHE SAID - ???) That all "OFFSHOOTS!" - "COME TO
NAUGHT!" (WHAT A DEATH SENTENCE!) This was thrown in
my Face by the VISITOR I MENTIONED. Any such statement
ALWAYS has an "IF!" RIDER WITH IT - but the SELF-
RIGHTEOUS HAUGHTY EGOTIST - would NEVER bother to see
that LITTLE DETAIL! And I have NEVER been able to understand
that NO "REFORMER!" has ever seen - that she said "THEY!"
will "COME TO NAUGHT!" It took many a Year but we finally
found:

...we are just about the same thing as "DEAD MEN!" And it is
TIME that we should ARISE and SHINE!...and until this* shall
come we might just as well CLOSE UP THE CONFERENCE
TODAY as any other Day...HERE-ARE-OUR-ENEMIES. HERE-
ARE-THOSE-SATANIC-AGENCIES... EVERY CONFERENCE HAS
WOVEN after the same PATTERN. It is the VERY SAME LOOM
that carries it, and FINALLY, WHY, IT-WILL-COME-TO-
NAUGHT!" (READ ON!) (There are TWO "MAGEN and
SPAULDINGS!" SAME PRICE - this is the one that has 498
pages. This is p.164.)

YOU SURELY WILL WONDER -

that we found the following: "COME TO NAUGHT!" YI 124.
BC 1:1084; 7:961. MD 543. GC SESSION April 3, 1901. TM 76-7. MAGEN 35,163-4. "COME TO NOTHING!" April 1, 1901. What do you think "OMEGA!" means? If they can TWIST that around - they can TWIST "ANYTHING!" Try and twist T5:211-2. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" Some IMAGINE we go around with a SOURPUSS all the Time. WHY SHOULD WE - if we know the TRUTH - ???

KNOW THIS TRUTH:

"The ANGEL is to place a "MARK!" upon the FOREHEAD of "ALL!" who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will FOLLOW, to SLAY UTTERLY both OLD and YOUNG!" T5:505,13,511. DA 152. RH 2:225. SG 2:201. (1889).

BE HONEST - BE GLAD - !!!

"I saw that God has HONEST children among the NOMINAL "ADVENTISTS!" and the FALLEN CHURCHES, and BEFORE THE PLAGUES shall be poured out, MINISTERS and PEOPLE will be called "OUT!" from THESE CHURCHES, and will GLADLY receive the TRUTH. SATAN KNOW THIS..." EW 261. SG 1:171-2,190-1. (What does SATAN do about it - ??? READ ON!)

"SATAN WAS TRYING HIS EVERY ART -
TO HOLD THEM WHERE THEY WERE, UNTIL THE
SEALING WAS PAST...and they LEFT without
a SHELTER from the BURNING WRATH OF GOD,
in the 7 LAST PLAGUES!" EW 44.

FOOL HIM - FOOL HIM - FOOL HIM - !!!

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 406.

A.A.FAULKNER (AUSTRALIA). "I suppose you have read R. STANDISH'S ARTICLE in the "AUSTRALIAN ANCHOR." where he
PROFESSES to BELIEVE SR. WHITE and THAT is CONTRARY to her TEACHINGS! I can't make him and his Brother out!

CHEER UP! LITTLE FLOCK! YOU ARE NOT ALONE!

We see we are near the end of our space -

And we have covered few letters.

We can put an insert in the middle and thus add four pages. Or we can put in two sheets in the middle and thus add eight pages. We do not know if we will do either one. We think there is no use going on. We will perhaps put in a slip with just the BARE REPLY. Look for it.

Our concern is - our obligation is -

Since the "FLOCKS and HERDS!" PT 64, 45, 79. Have been subjected to MASSIVE "BRAIN-WASHING!" that: "SPewn.out!" means "GOING THROUGH!" And FOR MANY YEARS NO ONE TO REPLY - it takes something to reverse the current.

(Continued on Center Colored Sheet - 'Insert Page 1')